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- **iteration**: action of applying the map repeatedly

  domain $\rightarrow$ dynamical plane

For a holomorphic map $f$, dynamical plane consists of two totally invariant sets:

- the set of points with stable behavior $\rightarrow$ **Fatou set** ($\mathcal{F}(f)$)
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**Escaping set:**

$\mathcal{I}(f) := \{ z; \ f^n(z) \rightarrow \infty \}.$
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Aim: To understand the topology of the Julia set..
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Dynamic rays are ways to reach the Julia set...

Theorem (Sullivan-Douady-Hubbard)

If the critical value has bounded orbit, then every periodic ray lands at a periodic point.
RAYS FOR TRANSCENDENTAL ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
Exponential dynamics
Theorem (Eremenko-Lyubich)

Suppose $f$ is a transcendental entire function with bounded singular set. Then

$$\mathcal{J}(f) = \mathcal{I}(f).$$
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Call it $R^3S$ class...
Exponential dynamics
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Exponential dynamics
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**WHO IS CONNECTED AND DISCRETE?**

**Answer:** a single point...
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!